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Earth's Ice Ages

Earth has had several "ice ages." Ice ages were times when glaciers

covered large parts of the Earth's land. Ice ages lasted for tens of

thousands of years. Temperatures were much colder than normal. Huge

ice sheets covered large parts of the continents. Some of the northern

oceans were solid ice. Some land was exposed that is now covered with

water. Where the Bering Sea lies today between Russia and Alaska was

a "land bridge" that joined North America and Asia.

The most recent ice age began about seventy thousand years ago. The

Earth was much colder than it is now. Glaciers covered Canada,

northern Europe, and Asia. Much of the northern United States was also

covered with ice.

What caused the Earth to be so cold? No one knows the exact answer. Changing weather patterns are one cause.

The position of the continents were another reason. Changes in the movement of the world's ocean waters is

another likely cause. The most recent ice age ended about ten thousand years ago. Many large mammals like the

woolly mammoth died out at about that same time.

Earth's Ice Ages

Questions

1. An ice age is when Earth's temperatures are much ______ than normal.

2. There was only one Ice Age.

A. true
B. false

3. Huge ______ covered large parts of the Earth's land.

A. lakes
B. glaciers
C. oceans
D. snowdrifts
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4. Make a generalization: which of these is probably true?

A. The last ice age lasted for sixty million years.
B. When ice ages happen, more land areas are uncovered.
C. There will never be another ice age.
D. A mammoth was a large bird.

5. Scientists believe that changing ______ patterns are a cause of ice ages.

A. ocean water movement
B. weather
C. both A and B
D. neither A nor B
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Write a paragraph for your school's newspaper about the last ice age. Tell what, when, where, and why.

Don't stop writing. Use a blank piece of paper to continue.


